
Projection screens offer an even, flat, matt white surface to project an image onto. We offer a range 

of styles and sizes to suit most events and all are freestanding. When choosing a screen, bear in 

mind that the bigger the screen, the brighter you will need the projector. It is sometimes also worth 

double checking the height of your venue or meeting room to be sure it can accommodate the 

screen. Remember also that you need to allow for a sufficient throw distance between the screen 

and whatever sort of projection equipment you will be using to achieve the required image size. 

Consider a set as a more striking alternative. Projection screens offer an even, flat, matt white 

surface to project an image onto. We offer a range of styles and sizes to suit most events and all are 

freestanding. When choosing a screen, bear in mind that the bigger the screen, the brighter you will 

need the projector. It is sometimes also worth double checking the height of your venue or meeting 

room to be sure it can accommodate the screen. Remember also that you need to allow for a 

sufficient throw distance between the screen and whatever sort of projection equipment you will be 

using to achieve the required image size. Consider a set as a more striking alternative. you need to 

allow for a sufficient throw distance between the screen and whatever sort of projection equipment 

you will be using to achieve the required image size.  

 

http://gav.co.uk/audio-visual-hire/data-video-projectors.html
http://gav.co.uk/audio-visual-hire/sets.html
http://gav.co.uk/audio-visual-hire/data-video-projectors.html
http://gav.co.uk/audio-visual-hire/sets.html


 

    

    

Thank you so much for completing this form! It really helps us understand if we can help you at 
all. Please email this form to h.zhang@chinaexchange.uk for Helena's attention. 

Please allow us sometime to get back to you.
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